
 
 

 

GMO Regulation – Absence of a Sound Case for Review 

Submission re Productivity Commission draft report “New Zealand firms: 

reaching for the frontier” 

 

This submission focuses exclusively on the Commission’s proposal for review of the 

regulations governing the outdoor use of GMOs (p 138 to 140).  

 

This portion of the draft is inadequately researched. 

 

The Commission’s case is essentially founded on this statement:  

 

“New Zealand researchers need access to these modern technologies, to enable 

ongoing development of innovative and high-value products. The country is bearing 

large opportunity costs from the current restrictions, and it is time to revisit the 

positions adopted following the Royal Commission.” (p 139 of draft) 

 

1. New Zealand researchers already have good access to regulatory approval for use of 

these technologies.  A study requested by the Environment Minister of MFE and the 

EPA in 2019 found there was no meaningful holdup in approvals, or more than minor 

improvements to be made to the approvals process for the purpose of scientific 

research.  

 

2. The claim that NZ is suffering “large opportunity costs” due to overly restrictive 

regulation is unfounded.  Industry lobbyists frequently make such claims without 

adequate evidence, and the case study participants’ claims cited are familiar in this 

way.  The claims rest on the notion that adoption of the technology is meaningfully 

constrained by regulation.  However, the case study evidence we have assembled 

shows factors beyond regulation are determinative.  Our attached report, Citizens 

Arrest, documents what held up key GMO projects in the past and we are not aware 

of more recent examples that show a different overall pattern. 

 

3. The Commission’s study focusses on individual firm interests and their ability to 

access unspecified GM products for unspecified purposes, with no assessment of 

whether these provide a net benefit relative to - non-GM products - the best 

practicable alternative. This frame is inadequate for New Zealand’s food and fibre 

economy. The key question for the past twenty years has been the national level one 

of: how does NZ position as a sustainable consumer-led, high-value food and fibre 

economy - and where does the outdoor use of GMOs sit within that, if at all? The 

lack of fit with those aspirations is the primary reason no agricultural GMOs have 

been approved for release in the country to date. That holds for fibre (in particular 

forestry) as much as food production. 



 

4. Food GMOs are not being adopted for use in the outdoors principally because of 

producer concern that consumer attitudes to GM food remain resolutely negative. 

Thus, what productivity gains the use of GM technology offers can be more than 

wiped out by market resistance to products containing GMOs – expressed through 

barriers to accessing supermarket shelves.  The draft makes only tangential 

reference to this and only in its recommendations.  Yet the high profile and long 

running GMO research project to launch GM grasses in NZ, for example, has not 

been held up by regulation: it has foundered because it is targeted overwhelmingly 

at dairy pasture and Fonterra has specifically and repeatedly refused to support 

introduction of GM grasses.  Accordingly, the statement that “If New Zealand’s 

regulatory regime does not evolve, it will constrain New Zealand’s ability to quickly 

grasp emerging opportunities in consumer markets and remain competitive” lacks 

evidential support. It misses the fundamental issue of market resistance and the 

damage that the technology can do – including spill-over effects on private and 

national brands. (See also 5 Reasons report attached.) 

 

5. The Commission draft cites the number of GMOs approvals for cultivation and the 

countries that have approved them, apparently as evidence that NZ is lagging 

behind.  For a country looking to position in high-value markets and leverage off its 

country brand, however,  these figures of themselves tell us nothing and it is 

surprising that the Commission has not interrogated them for their relevance to New 

Zealand. The Sustainability Council has been tracking this issue (and reviewing the 

ISAAA reports that the Commission cites) for the last two decades and the story that 

the ISAAA figures tell is this:  

 

 Four commodity crops account for all but a tiny fraction of global GMO plantings 

(99% in 2019)  - and none are relevant to New Zealand agriculture. (See attached 

briefing on GM food facts and figures). 

  Nearly all GM food crops are grown in the Americas.  Conversely, in Europe, for 

example, GM food production is tiny (effectively one Bt corn crop) 

 Europe has approved 50+ GM foods, yet they are all but absent on European 

shelves, due to consumer resistance and the gatekeeper effect, where retailers 

and food processors have eliminated GM ingredients and reformulated products 

to avoid requirements under GM food labelling laws.
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6. The draft also fails to differentiate or understand the wide range of GM products and 

applications, instead treating the technology and all its products as a single job lot. 

This is simplistic: GM applications range from diagnostics and screening applications 

through to the use of GMOs outdoors. These have different risk/benefit profiles; 

some – those that do not involve release of GMOs - are already widely used in New 

Zealand. 
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7. So F9.5 is fundamentally mistaken when it states: “This is hampering New Zealand’s 

ability to:  seize future market opportunities for GM products”. 

 

8. F9.5 is also wide of the mark when it states that NZ is being hampered when 

“responding to and recovering quickly from a biosecurity incursion”.  As noted 

above, scientists do not lack good regulatory approval processes to devise 

biosecurity tools.  They have yet to make a case under HNSO for use of any and so 

have these compared with non-GMO alternatives, as the HSNO process requires.  

Where is the evidence of a useful GM biosecurity technique failing to be granted 

approval?  Note also that the HSNO approvals process for bringing new species into 

the country is a direct result of dreadful past experiences resulting from the 

unforeseen consequences of importing plants and animals without adequate 

assessment.  HSNO was framed with those experiences in mind.  

 

9. In turn, R9.4 is inadequately supported by the evidence and is redundant. We submit 

that the recommendation be deleted.  

 

This is a highly sensitive commercial issue for New Zealand, as many exporters tell us. If the 

Commission intends to pursue this topic in its report, it will need to take the time to better 

understand the issue so that it can make a contribution that can support the New Zealand 

food and fibre economy at all levels. 
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